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**Abstract**

Jointly working on shared digital artifacts – such as wikis – is a well-tried method of developing knowledge collectively within a group or organization. Our assumption is that such knowledge maturing is an accommodation process that can be measured by taking the writing process itself into account. This paper describes the development of a tool that detects accommodation automatically with the help of machine learning algorithms. We applied a software framework for task detection to the automatic identification of accommodation processes within a wiki. To set up the learning algorithms and test its performance, we conducted an empirical study, in which participants had to contribute to a wiki and, at the same time, identify their own tasks. Two domain experts evaluated the participants’ micro-tasks with regard to accommodation. We then applied an ontology-based task detection approach that identified accommodation with a rate of 79.12%. The potential use of our tool for measuring knowledge maturing online is discussed.

1. Introduction

Social software tools for knowledge work make new forms of collaboration and learning possible (Raitman et al., 2005; Reinhold, 2006). Wikis are first-hand examples of such tools. Through a wiki (a website that allows users to change its content online), individuals can create texts collaboratively. People can easily revise all parts of the text, add, change, or delete anything at their discretion. Wikis are used in various contexts where people build a shared representation of their knowledge, for example the community of Wikipedia users who are contributors to the online encyclopedia, or a working team who is documenting their working results. What is possible through wikis is not only an accumulation of knowledge (whereby the knowledge of many individuals is brought together and made available to others (cf. Kimmerle et al., 2007, 2008), but also knowledge emergence, that is, the creation of new knowledge (Johnson, 2001; Moskaliuk and Kimmerle, 2009). It has been repeatedly shown that jointly writing a wiki text is not only a method of sharing information, but also of developing new knowledge (e.g., Cress and Kimmerle, 2008). During their writing activity, users may link their individual ideas to those of others, generate new and innovative ideas, discuss their own arguments with others, and reach agreement – otherwise their own text will probably be deleted by others. The creation of a shared, homogenous text compels people to construct shared meaning and build mutual understanding (Erkens et al., 2005). This enables an evolution of knowledge. Emergent knowledge – that was not part of the individual knowledge of any single user before – may arise as a result of this activity (Kimmerle et al., 2011).

Collaboratively written wiki text is influenced by the social and cultural background of its authors and represents the knowledge of the corresponding community (cf. Lave and Wenger, 1991; Vygotsky et al., 1978). Contributing to the wiki supports the reflection of one’s own knowledge and stimulates individual learning processes as well as learning processes of the whole community or organization. This may lead to a continuous development of knowledge over time: knowledge matures from expressing individual ideas to a state of formalized knowledge at an organizational level (Schmidt, 2005). As each individual can manipulate the wiki text (through writing, deleting, changing content), it will develop, and a co-evolution between the individuals’ knowledge and the wiki text may occur (Cress and Kimmerle, 2008). Individual knowledge and the shared information in a wiki text influence each other and trigger a mutual development of both: The wiki text matures over time and, at the same time, the individuals’ knowledge develops further. This maturing process is condensed in the
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The central research question of this paper is to find indicators for knowledge maturing, and to develop a tool that automatically identifies maturing processes when users work on a wiki. For this purpose, we combine social-cognitive theories about the development of knowledge (cf. Cress and Kinnerle, 2008; Schmidt, 2005) with innovative methods of task detection (Dragunov et al., 2005; Oliver et al., 2006; Rath et al., 2009a; Shen et al., 2009). This approach takes the writing process itself into account to find an indicator for knowledge maturing.

We present an empirical study in which participants had to work on a wiki, improve the text, and add further arguments. The participants obtained additional information that contradicted the content of the wiki. This was supposed to lead to some prototypical editing steps and elicit the development of knowledge. We used the data to train a task detection tool and evaluate its performance. The goal was to identify those features of the writing process that will make it possible to measure knowledge development automatically.

In the following paragraphs, we will explain our task detection approach and our assumptions about knowledge maturing. We will introduce a framework model that explains the development of knowledge over time in terms of a co-evolution of cognitive and social systems. We assume that accommodation is one main indicator of knowledge maturing. We will then discuss what the task detection approach provides to detect accommodation steps automatically. In Section 3, we will describe our research setting and how we used it to develop and validate the task detection approach. The results will be presented in Section 4. In conclusion, we will discuss our results against the background of the question on how it can be ensured that knowledge workers contribute to the maturing of knowledge.

2. Theories on the development of knowledge

In this section, we present the co-evolution model of cognitive and social systems, which distinguishes between accommodation and assimilation processes, and introduce cognitive conflicts as the key incitement factor for knowledge maturing. We will then present the task detection approach and describe how it was used to analyze accommodation as an indicator of knowledge maturing.

2.1. Co-evolution model

The co-evolution model (Cress and Kinnerle, 2008; Kinnerle et al., 2010a) is a framework that describes the development of individual and collective knowledge with wikis and other social software tools. The model considers two relevant systems (cf. Luhmann, 1995, 2006): the wiki, as a representation of a social system, and individual knowledge, represented in the cognitive system of each user. Each system has its own specific mode of operation. The social system operates in the mode of communication (which becomes manifest as written text through a wiki). The cognitive system operates through individual psychological processes like perception, reasoning, or learning. When people contribute collaboratively to a wiki text, both the social and the cognitive system develop further and become more and more complex (cf. Kinnerle et al., 2010c). Individuals externalize their knowledge and contribute it to the wiki, and, at the same time, they internalize information from the wiki. So information contained in a wiki (that represents the knowledge of a community) evolves in the course of time. The wiki becomes more complex, which can be described as knowledge maturing (Schmidt, 2005).

At the same time, knowledge in the individuals’ cognitive systems is increased, which can be described as individual learning. This mutual development of social and cognitive systems leads to a co-evolution of both systems. The model states that it is cognitive conflicts (Piaget, 1977a; Kinnerle et al., 2010b) that trigger this co-evolution. A cognitive conflict occurs if a person perceives information that does not match his or her own individual knowledge. Such conflicts motivate individuals to contribute to the wiki or to change their own knowledge structure, in order to establish some equilibrium between their own knowledge and information in the wiki. The model proposed by the Cress and Kinnerle (2008) specifies the co-evolution process and describes two different processes on the basis of the ideas of Piaget’s ideas (1977a,b): assimilation and accommodation.

Assimilation means interpreting and explaining current experiences and new information by understanding it with existing schemes. Accommodation, in contrast, means changing one’s own cognitive schemas, in order to fit them to new information. In Piaget’s understanding, assimilation and accommodation are internal processes in the cognitive system; the co-evolution model, however, expands Piaget’s concept by describing accommodation and assimilation not only from the perspective of an individual’s cognitive system, but also as external processes of a social system: in the case of external assimilation, users make contributions that will not change the basic message and structure of the wiki, but only add supplementary aspects. External accommodation happens if users contribute their knowledge in such a way that the message is changed and, sometimes, new structures are being created. External accommodation has taken place if the text has been reorganized or new aspects have been integrated (Piaget, 1977a). So accommodation tends to result in some qualitative modification of the wiki text, whereas assimilation has primarily to do with quantity, introducing additional arguments or new examples, but no fundamental innovation (cf. Moskaliuk et al., 2009).

The co-evolution model postulates that a development of knowledge takes place in the course of contributing to the wiki: Evolution of individual cognitive structures occurs through internalization of new information from the wiki, integration with existing knowledge, and externalization of emergent knowledge back to the wiki. This leads, in turn, to a development of the wiki text. While assimilation only leads to some quantitative development, accommodation leads to a qualitative development in the sense of a more sophisticated knowledge structure, more balanced argumentation, and innovation. So if we are interested in knowledge maturing, we have to focus on accommodation steps during the writing process. These accommodation steps will lead to a higher complexity of the wiki and, accordingly, to the development of knowledge in other people’s cognitive systems.

We need to differentiate this idea of accommodation steps as an indicator of knowledge maturing from related work on measuring the quality of text. Different methods exist to measure the quality of text with computational methods, like reading scores (cf. Flesch, 1948; Klar, 1974; Svitilva et al., 2005) text cohesion (Graesser et al., 2004), latent semantic analysis (Landauer and Dumais, 1997), or presentation format and numbers of links (Braun and Schmidt, 2007). There are additional methods that consider the specific characteristics of collaboratively written wiki text and use, apart from text features, also the available information about authors as one of their criteria for assessing text quality (cf. Wöhner and Peters, 2009; Hu et al., 2007; Kramer et al., 2008). These methods focus on the written text and consider semantic or linguistic features of the text, or they focus on the contributors and their edits. Our approach differs fundamentally from these methods in that we take the writing process itself into account. Here we can make use of the interaction of a person with the wiki text. In order to measure knowledge maturing, we adopt the method of task detection.
to analyze the writing process and to detect accommodation steps. The task detection approach is described in the following subsection.

2.2. Task detection approach

Context-aware (or sentient) systems are systems that adapt their operations or behavior to their current context of use, without explicit user intervention. They can detect the current task, which a user is performing, making it possible to provide users with personalized and relevant support (Coutaz et al., 2005; Dey et al., 2001). Task detection methods have been used to recognize Web-based tasks (Gutschmidt et al., 2008), tasks within e-mails (Shen et al., 2009) or tasks from the complete desktop of a computer user (Rath et al., 2009a; Shen et al., 2009). Context-aware systems rely on sophisticated mechanisms for the acquisition and analysis of contextual information.

Context information may be gathered in a variety of ways, such as applying (physical or virtual) sensors, recording network information and device status, or browsing user profiles and organizational databases. A context model is needed for storing the recorded user context data in a machine-processable form. We use a populated ontology to model (Baldauf et al., 2007; Strang and Linnhoff-Popien, 2004) the context and construct training/testing instances to classify the current task users are performing. Automatic task detection is classically modeled as a machine learning problem, and – more precisely – a classification problem. It has already been possible to demonstrate that such an ontology-based task detection approach is applicable to routine and knowledge-intensive computer desktop tasks (Rath et al., 2010). For the current study, we consider accommodation steps as micro-tasks, which we aim to detect.

3. Study

Accommodation processes are considered to be triggered by cognitive conflicts (Cress and Kimmerle, 2008; Kimmerle et al., in press). In this study, cognitive conflicts were elicited by presenting people information in a wiki that was fairly different from their own knowledge. This enabled us to analyze the writing process in detail and to gain deeper insights into the external part of co-evolution and the according processes of knowledge maturing.

3.1. Writing task

We designed a writing task in which participants had to contribute to a wiki text. In order to trigger accommodation processes, we provided the participants with additional information, which was not part of the wiki text. The information presented in the wiki and the additional information contradicted each other. This was supposed to provoke accommodation steps and is therefore considered as an ideal condition for obtaining the required data set. The text was about “pros and cons” of violent computer games, and the participants’ task was to complete a given text of a wiki (initial state), with the demand that a scientifically balanced article about violent computer games and their risks to users and society should be written. Two windows were available to participants on their monitors during the study: a wiki page and a page with the additional information. Those two windows were accessible through two tabulators at the top of the page. The wiki page (wiki-tab) presented a text that, initially, was biased towards a position of opposing violent computer games. Here, only the risks and dangers of violent computer games were presented. The page with additional information (info-tab) contained ten different arguments that were biased in the other direction, invalidating arguments in the wiki text or explaining why these were one-sided or incorrect. Participants could copy, paste, delete, and edit the wiki freely or type in new text. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of the writing software.

Participants had a total of 50 min to edit the wiki text. They were instructed to save their changes after each set of alterations that “belonged together” in their opinion. This procedure led to a series of single micro-tasks (e.g., adding sentences or rewriting an argument). Two independent domain experts rated each micro-task on the basis of the rating scheme used by the Moskaliuk et al. (2009). Therefore, the experts obtained a separate document for each micro-task. This document compared the two versions of
the wiki-text before and after the participants’ edits and highlighted the changes. The experts were familiar with the arguments of the texts (“pros and cons” of violent computer games), as they had been involved in the development of the wiki-text and the additional information. This enabled them to decide which changes in the wiki-text would be necessary to obtain a scientifically balanced article about violent computer games and their risks to users and society. The expert ratings were used to categorize each micro-task as weak, medium, or strong accommodation and obtain three classes with a similar number of tasks. Weak accommodation occurred, for example, if participants only copied an argument from the text on the info-tab and pasted it into the wiki on the wiki-tab without modifying it or integrating it into the rest of the text. Strong accommodation occurred if they added an argument from the text on the info-tab, but integrated it into the rest of the text on the wiki-tab by adding sentences like “This argument is refuted by results from a study that examines...”, or if they drew a conclusion like “To sum up the contradicting results...”, or if they rearranged arguments to guide the reader through the text.

This research setting yielded data from different participants, who performed similar micro-tasks during the writing process. We used these data to select interaction-based features in order to detect accommodation steps, that is, to find attributes of a micro-task that classified it as accommodation. The task detection system observed the users’ writing process and their interaction with the wiki-tab and the info-tab. The experts’ classification of the micro-task was the basis of training the task-detection system to detect accommodation steps automatically. The automatic population of the user interaction context model (2) is displayed in two ways: (i) the instantiation of entities in the conceptual model (conceptual view) and (ii) in the ontology model (ontology view). In (3) the feature engineering process for transforming a task instance into a training/testing instance is shown. The training/testing instance is further fed to attribute selection (4) and learning algorithms for detecting the task (5).

3.2. Method

We solved the micro-task classification problem on the basis of five steps, which are illustrated by Fig. 2 and explained in the following: (1) User interactions with the writing software were captured by system and application sensors. (2) Parts of these data were chosen as features to build classification training/testing instances at the micro-task level. (3) To obtain valid inputs for the machine learning algorithms, these features were first transformed into attributes. (4) Attribute selection was performed to select the best discriminative attributes. (5) Finally, classification/learning algorithms were trained and tested.

3.2.1. Capturing users’ interactions with the writing software

The first step of the task detection process consisted of capturing the user interaction context, which described all interactions between users and the wiki (e.g., click on wiki-tab/info-tab, typing word, deleting phrases, etc.). For that purpose we employed context sensors that have already been applied in previous user interaction context observations (Rath et al., 2008) and in task detection studies (Rath et al., 2009a,b). We developed new sensors for Macromedia Flash, which is the base technology of the writing software. Additional fine-granular user interaction context information included (1) switch to info-tab, (2) switch to wiki-tab, (3) text formatting, (4) text editing, (5) text selection, and (6) selection of a specific argument in the info-tab. The content of the wiki and the text around the cursor were also recorded for each single user interaction.

3.2.2. Storing users’ interactions via an ontology-based context model

In order to store the captured users’ interaction data in a machine processible form, we utilized the user interaction context
ontology (UICO) developed by the Rath et al. (2009a), which contains 88 concepts and 272 properties, and is modeled in OWL-DL (the Ontology Web Language, a W3C standard). From a high-level perspective, the concepts of this ontology can be grouped into five different dimensions: action dimension, resource dimension, user dimension, information need dimension, and application dimension. This study specifically focused on the action dimension (user interactions with the writing software), and the resource dimension (the text components) of the ontology. The wiki context sensors provided information on which elements of the wiki-tab or info-tab a user was working on. This information was used to construct resources (in this case the wiki-tab, the info-tab, or one of the ten arguments in the info-tab) in the ontology with a unique URI.

The low-level data that constituted the stream of events resulting from the user's interactions with the writing software was progressively aggregated, and used as a basis for populating the UICO, that is, instantiating its concepts and creating relations between the concept instances. The Event concept was directly instantiated, based on the captured user interaction context data. In order to instantiate the EventBlock concept, Events were first aggregated into EventBlocks, using generic static rules and heuristics. Each EventBlock connected a user's actions, which were associated with one specific resource (a tab or argument). As the individual participants of the study had to save their changes after each set of alterations that “belonged together” in their opinion, we could use this information to aggregate the EventBlocks into micro-tasks. To create the relations between concept instances, we employed regular expressions, information extraction, as well as application and resource-specific algorithms.

### 3.2.3. Engineering features and attributes from the user's interactions

To detect accommodation steps, we had to identify features that could classify a micro-task as a weak, medium, or strong accommodation. For this purpose, we engineered 50 features based on the concepts and relations of the UICO, which we tested for their discriminative power. These features were grouped into six categories (see Fig. 3): action, application, switching sequences, content, ontology structure, and resource. The action category represented user interactions and contained features about interactions with applications (the writing software and the web browser in which it was embedded), resource types, resources (tabs and arguments), key input types (navigational keys, letters, numbers), the number of events and event blocks, duration of the event blocks, and time intervals between event blocks. The application category contained the classical window title feature (Oliver et al., 2006; Rath et al., 2009a), the application name feature (Granitzer et al., 2009), and graphical user interface elements (accessibility objects)\(^1\) features. The switching sequences category comprised features about switches between applications, resources, as well as event and resource types. The content category consisted of the content of task-related resources, the content in focus (text around the cursor), and the user’s text input. The ontology structure category contained features representing the number of instances of concepts and the number of data type and object type relations used per task. The resource category included the complete contents and URIs (URLs) (Shen et al., 2009) of the used, referenced and included resources, as well as a feature that combines all the metadata about the used resources in a ‘bag of words’. All categories exploited the relationships between events, event-blocks, and resources that were computed and stored in the UICO.

Using the machine learning toolkit Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005), features were then transformed into attributes that feed the classification algorithms. The following steps were performed to preprocess the content of text-based features (in this sequence): (1) remove end of line characters, (2) remove markups, for example, \&amp;lg and ![CDATA, (3) remove all characters except letters, (4) remove German and English stop words, (5) remove words shorter than three characters. We transformed text-based features into vectors of words with the StringToWordVector function of Weka. For numeric features, we applied the Weka PKIDiscretize filter to replace discrete values by intervals.

### 3.2.4. Classifying micro-tasks from user interactions

The last step of our method consisted of classifying the micro-tasks, based on the features engineered from the populated UICO.

---

For the purposes of this study, a new training/testing instance was built for each set of alterations that belong together (i.e., each micro-task), as defined by the participants. The training/testing instances were given to machine learning algorithms to train/build a classification model and then decide to which class another training/testing instance belongs. The classes were “weak”, “medium”, and “strong” accommodation.

4. Results

The participants were ten graduate students from a German university, their mean age was 25.30 (SD = 0.51). Four of these were women, six were men. During the wiki study, we recorded a dataset of 158 micro-tasks. Each participant saved on average 15.8 (SD = 7.29, min = 7, max = 26) micro-tasks.

4.1. Expert ratings and reading scores

Two experts rated each micro-task with regard to the occurrence of accommodation processes. Their ratings correlated significantly, r(156) = .80, p < .01, which showed the reliability of the expert ratings. We then calculated the correlation between the reading-scores of each transformation and the average of the accommodation ratings of the two experts. Since the used variables showed no normal distributions, we used rank order correlations. The results revealed no significant correlations. This supported our assumption that reading scores were not appropriate to measure accommodation steps within a wiki text.

4.2. Accommodation classes and training/testing instances

For each micro-task, a new training/testing instance for the machine-learning algorithm was built, based on the recorded usage data. During the study we recorded a dataset of 158 micro-tasks. For 19 of the 158 micro-tasks the log files showed no difference between the two text versions, so they were excluded from further analysis. Based on the average accommodation ratings of the content experts, we divided the remaining 139 micro-tasks into tertiles. This was the basis for constructing three classes; we computed the boundaries of the classes with weak ≤ 1.5; medium ≤ 2.5; strong > 2.5 (based on the average accommodation ratings of the two experts on a five-point Likert scale). This led to three classes representing different levels of accommodation: weak accommodation (30 instances), medium accommodation (55 instances), and strong accommodation (54 instances). In order to evaluate factors that influenced this classification issue, we varied the following parameters: (1) the learning algorithm, (2) the set of used features, and (3) the number of attributes generated from the features. Furthermore, the set of features used was varied by including (1) each feature individually, (2) each feature category individually, (3) all feature categories, and (iv) the top k best performing single features, with k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20}.

We studied the following well-known text classifiers: Naïve Bayes (NB), Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) with cost parameter $c \in \{2^{-5}, 2^{-3}, 2^{-1}, 2^{0}, 2^{1}, 2^{2}, 2^{3}, 2^{4}, 2^{5}\}$ [$c^{2}$] 148 decision tree (J48), and k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN-k) with $k \in \{1, 5, 10, 35\}$. To build a task instance, we selected the g attributes having the highest Information Gain value, in which g was varied among 50 different values distributed between 3 and 10,000. We measured the accuracy of the algorithms used, the micro precision, and the micro recall ($\text{F} \text{macro}$).

4.3. Results of the classification

Table 1 shows the best results obtained while detecting micro-tasks as weak, medium, and strong accommodation steps by stratified 10-fold cross-validation for each feature category, for each single feature, and for the k top performing single features. The evaluation results showed that a combination of four UIC features achieved an accuracy of 79.12% with the Naïve Bayes algorithm for detecting weak, medium, and strong accommodation tasks. In comparison, the probability of random guesses of whether a micro-task belongs to the weak, medium, or strong accommodation class was 39.57% on our dataset. This means that applying the ontology-based task detection approach improved accuracy considerably. A detailed discussion of the features will be provided in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1. Feature categories

The best performing feature category was the content category with an accuracy of 77.03% and the NB algorithm ($g = 175$, $p = .86$, $r = .77$). The combination of all 50 features was closely behind with an accuracy of 74.12% with the same algorithm, but required 1500 attributes ($p = .84$, $r = .72$). The action category was third in the category ranking with an accuracy of 69.07% with the KNN-10 algorithm and with 25 attributes ($p = .80$, $r = .66$). The difference between the best and the worst accuracy values was 23.68.

4.3.2. Single features

The best performing feature was the content in focus feature, with an accuracy of 74.07% with the NB algorithm and with 75 attributes ($p = .84$, $r = .72$). This feature was constructed based on the text the user had interacted with, and it represented a term vector from which all stop words were removed. This feature belonged to the content category, which was the best performing category with 77.03%. The second best performing feature with an accuracy of 70.44% was the control input keys feature with only one attribute and the SVM algorithm ($p = .81$, $r = .66$). This attribute represents the number of times a control key, for example, SHIFT, RETURN or INSERT, had been pressed by the user during the editing tasks. The distribution of values for the attribute showed that control keys were less used for weak accommodation steps than for strong accommodation steps. The values for medium accommodation steps were distributed in a balanced way. The user input feature ranked at third place among the best performing single features with an accuracy of 69.89% with the KNN-5 algorithm and with 10 attributes ($p = .80$, $r = .66$). This feature contained the content the user produced by keyboard input or copy and paste combinations.

4.3.3. Top k features

The best combination of the best performing single features was the top k = 4 feature combination with an accuracy of 79.12% with the NB algorithm and with 100 attributes ($p = .88$, $r = .79$). The top 4 features were the content in focus feature, the control input keys feature, the user input feature, the resource interaction feature. The resource interaction feature represented for each resource (a tab or an argument) the number of interactions of the user with that resource. The third best combination was the top k = 3 combination that only utilized the best three performing single features, but also achieved a high accuracy value of 78.53% ($l = \text{NB}$, $g = 100$, $p = .86$, $r = .76$). The top k = 4 and the top k = 3 performed almost equally in terms of accuracy with only 0.59% difference. All top k feature combinations, except the worst one, outperformed each single feature, each feature category, and the combination of all 50 features. This shows that not all features were helpful in the classification decision, and that only a small set of features was required to achieve a high accuracy in detecting a single micro-task.
As accommodation step. For detecting accommodation classes, the top 4 features achieving the highest accuracy highlight that the "content" viewed or contributed by the user during a transformation plays a key role.

### 4.4. Comparison with other task detection approaches

The evaluation results showed that we achieved an accuracy of 79.12% and a precision of .86 for classifying micro-tasks into accommodation classes. This is a remarkably positive result regarding the fine granularity of a micro-task. We aimed at detecting accommodation steps during a well-defined writing process and classify them as weak, medium or strong. In the current study, the duration of a micro-task was short, and the user’s interactions involved only two applications (the web browser and the Flash writing software embedded in it). Tasks involved in other task detection studies had a coarser granularity. Examples are “buying a book” (Oliver et al., 2006), or scientific research tasks (Granitzer et al., 2009). Existing task detection approaches focus on higher-level tasks, but report similar performances: an accuracy of 76% with the high discriminative features for accommodation, which we may also be useful for classifying very fine-granular application-specific tasks, such as accommodation during a writing process.

To sum up our results, complementing previous studies, we have been able to demonstrate that task detection approaches may also be useful for classifying very fine-granular application-specific tasks, such as accommodation during a writing process. We were able to detect accommodation processes by utilizing the high discriminative features for accommodation, which we found during our evaluation, in order to train a classifier that can classify single micro-tasks with a high degree of accuracy.

### 5. Conclusion

In the research presented here, we adopted the task detection approach to analyze the writing process within a wiki text. Based
on the ratings of two experts, we were able to distinguish between three classes of accommodation. The ontology-based task detection approach finally yielded an identification rate of 79.12%. Our study was the first step in the development of methods for the automatic detection of accommodation steps as indicators for knowledge maturing. The results of our study showed that it was indeed possible to detect accommodation during the writing process, using only a limited amount of contextual information. This allowed an efficient detection of knowledge maturing on the basis of user behavior.

The co-evolution model (and its system-theoretical background) states that cognitive conflicts within a community will trigger innovation and knowledge maturing. So additional steps for future work will have to take into account discursive processes between two or more users, using the wiki for their collaboration. The same method might be used for detecting accommodation for collaborative writing processes. This could be done by an experiment in which participants with different prior knowledge about a given topic have to work in turns on the same text. The diversity of the participants’ prior knowledge is then supposed to cause cognitive conflicts, which would enable discursive processes between them (via the collaborative writing task), and support knowledge maturing. For further applications, our findings could lead to tools that might guide the users’ writing process. Research on writing processes shows that feedback on the quality and readability of text may help writers to improve their own texts (Hayes and Flower, 1986). Using the automatically detected accommodation steps as feedback about one’s own writing process may improve the text which a user has written, and enhance knowledge maturing. This would expand what has been found in some related work on knowledge-maturing support (Schoefferger et al., 2009), using reading-scores (Braun and Schmidt, 2007) as feedback to users about their own wiki texts. Our method takes into account the writing process itself, and analyzes the process of accommodation. This is an important aspect in the larger context of social media, collaborative learning environments (Trentin, 2009; Forte and Bruckman, 2010) and knowledge management, because the study provided some insights into those processes that lead to accommodation. The collaboratively written text, as an epistemic artifact (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 2006), is supposed to support discursive processes, and we think it is necessary to focus on collaborative writing as a tool for knowledge maturing.

Our automatically performed detection of accommodation steps might be relevant to further studies that may identify possible support mechanisms to improve and/or encourage accommodation (towards supporting knowledge maturing). It is possible to implement the task detection tool as a MediaWiki extension and to apply the task-detection method to real-world settings with real communities working on wikis. It is conceivable to observe writing processes automatically in real wikis, as we did in the wiki editor used in the present study.

In addition to the online detection of accommodation steps, a post hoc analysis of revision histories of collaboratively written text would be of great interest. This would allow to analyze existing text corpora on the Internet, for example, of Wikipedia, and to use the task-detection tool in experiments under laboratory conditions. On the whole, we hope that our previous findings and our considerations concerning potential future studies will stimulate other researchers to initiate corresponding research of their own, and that this will shed some light on understanding processes of knowledge maturing.
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